Together, Building a Better Supply Chain

To the complex world of the modern healthcare supply chain, PAR Excellence brings a simple promise:

**We help you build a better supply chain.**

Across healthcare facilities, wherever supplies are stored, wherever clinicians need to deliver care, PAR Excellence is there. Ensuring products are available and within reach. Tuning stock levels to eliminate shortages and overstock. Saving time. Cutting waste. Reducing costs.

For more than 25 years, PAR has been listening to materials managers, doctors, nurses, CFOs and supply techs — and delivering smart answers to their toughest questions.

Discover how PAR Excellence can help elevate your supply chain to the next level. Optimized. Right-sized. Ready to support exceptional care.
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PAR Excellence was founded in 1993 by supply chain professionals with a vision: simplify how healthcare providers manage their supplies, so caregivers always have exactly what they need to deliver great care.

When we began innovating with the healthcare supply chain, inventory practices were largely manual and paper-based, causing spot shortages and oversupply, sapping resources, and stealing time that might have been spent on patient care and supply optimization.

Our first point-of-use technology allowed staff to quickly associate product usage to patients with a single touch. Then we mobilized our quick-touch system for use on carts and in patient rooms.

We followed in 2008 with the healthcare industry’s first fully automated solution for inventory management — PAR Excellence weight-based technology. Since then, we’ve enabled inventory automation to every corner of every facility, interfacing to a wide array of hospital ordering, billing, and clinical systems to further eliminate manual steps.

From the start, our focus has been on saving providers time and money. Delivering on that mission has earned us a central place in the supply chains of hundreds of providers across the U.S.

PAR Excellence simplifies how healthcare providers manage their supplies, so caregivers always have exactly what they need to deliver great care.
PAR Excellence has been saying “no!” to the status quo for over 25 years.

PAR Excellence is founded, introducing the first open point-of-use system.

Software to support the first PAR scale is complete.

PAR weight based system is combined with the classic patient charging system for a smoother supply chain.

100,000 PAR Excellence scales are in operation nationwide.

The PAR Bar is introduced, further cutting the cost of deploying PAR’s weight-based inventory management systems.

1,400,000 PAR scales are in operation nationwide.

Point-of-use options become available for mobile carts and patient room use.

First PAR Excellence scale is installed, beginning a new era of supply chain management.

PAR Mobile software is introduced for smart phones and tablets.

500,000 PAR scales are in operation nationwide.
An investment in PAR Excellence inventory automation pays for itself quickly and then delivers additional benefits every day it’s installed. Good things happen when you take total control over your inventory.

Annual spending declines, as better visibility reduces overstock significantly. Safety stock and hoarding disappear, as staff members gain confidence that supplies will be at hand when needed.

When supply chain workers track inventory with cycle counts and “guestimates,” SKUs tend to pop up across facilities like weeds. But PAR technologies give you real-time visibility into what’s being used and where. In fact, when you use scales, every product in every location becomes visible. This allows you to contain SKU proliferation and smooth order flows, reducing distribution costs such as line charges and storage.

Total automation of your supply chain also gives everyone on your staff something that’s harder to measure, incredibly valuable — and always in short supply. Time.

Supply chain specialists gain the flexibility and insight to position supplies where required, in the correct amounts. So nurses, techs and physicians no longer hunt for what they need. Supplies are within easy reach.

In short, one of the biggest value-adds of PAR Excellence solutions is allowing all of a provider’s people to add more value.

PAR Excellence technology gives you real-time visibility into what’s being used and where.
With all the intelligence of PAR’s supply chain solutions residing in the cloud, putting PAR technologies to work for you is refreshingly simple. Our highly secure redundant, high availability infrastructure eliminates the need to install software on customers’ local networks, simplifying implementation and reducing burdens for busy hospital IT staff. What’s more, the PAR Cloud enables PAR to deliver enhancement and upgrades continually, without any intervention from hospital IT. HIPAA-compliant PAR Cloud software allows users to access features from any browser-equipped device at any time. And intense PAR Cloud security gives customer data the same levels of protection enjoyed by the world’s most sensitive financial and defense networks.

The PAR Cloud also provides unlimited flexibility for creating interfaces between hospital IT systems and PAR Excellence infrastructure. Order export, order confirmation, billing export, item master import, and ADT connections leverage secure Virtual Private Network links between customer networks and the PAR Cloud.

Putting PAR technologies to work for you is refreshingly simple.

Best of all, connecting with the PAR Cloud is easy. This powerful, versatile, flexible platform is compatible with existing weight-based PAR hardware, in addition to coming generations of our supply chain automation hardware.

The PAR Cloud allows both new and existing PAR customers to leverage the flexibility, expanded access and easy deployment of Web-base software. Because we understand your most important connections have nothing to do with technology.
The healthcare supply chain is a never ending tug-of-war.

On one side is the critical needs to keep caregivers supplied with everything they need to deliver exceptional care. On the other is ever-growing pressure to reduce costs and stock levels. At the intersection sits PAR Excellence.

Our weight-based inventory automation solutions optimize stock levels in every corner of every care facility — from the ER to the OR, from store rooms to nursing stations.

Caregivers take what they need and get back to patients. Supply chain staff escapes endless cycle counts and estimating. Managers gain real-time insights to optimize stocking, staffing and spending levels across their care networks.

We help healthcare providers run leaner without sacrificing high service levels, whatever the model — from third-party distribution to low-unit-of-measure to self-distribution. Which is why so many top providers rely on PAR automation, every second of every day.

We help healthcare providers run leaner without sacrificing service levels.
Applications: Nursing Stations

TOOLS FOR GREAT CARE...ALWAYS THERE

On the front lines of care delivery, nurses and support staff are experts at multitasking — and chronically short on time. They’re thinking about patients, not inventory. That’s where PAR comes in. We allow caregivers to focus on delivering care and trust that all the right supplies will be ready when needed.

PAR Excellence automated supply storage and tracking solutions are easily configurable to accommodate any size closet or rack, to fit every nursing environment. Give nurses and aides take-and-go simplicity, or choose PAR Charge technology to match supplies with patients for billing or cost accounting.

VERSATILE
PAR Excellence storage hardware custom fits nursing stations and closets of all shapes, sizes and specialties.

AUTOMATED
PAR Excellence solutions offer truly automated inventory tracking and replenishment support, with no counts required.

RELIABLE
PAR Excellence customers trust our supply-management solutions for low-maintenance, high-performance operation day in and day out.

Product Profile

A SMOOTHER SUPPLY CHAIN, EVERYWHERE CARE HAPPENS.

PAR Small Wall Scale
- Dimensions: 4.15" x 4.50" x 2.41"
- Part Number: PX3130
  - Capacity: 2kg
- Part Number: PX3131
  - Capacity: 5kg

PAR Medium Platform Scale
- Dimensions: 4" x 10.5" x 1.75"
- Part Number: PX3230
  - Capacity: 2kg
- Part Number: PX3231
  - Capacity: 5kg

PAR Controller
- Part Number: PX3901
  - Ethernet Replenish
In the fast-paced, mission-critical environment of operating rooms, there’s no room for error. Clinicians need to have quick access to the right supplies for a constantly evolving range of cases. PAR responds with flexible storage configurations and automated tracking for the entire range of OR supplies, in every size, shape and packaging type. PAR wall, platform and specialty scales allow caregivers to take what they need for cases and focus on patient needs. Supply chain staff can monitor stock level remotely in real time, ensuring all supplies are within easy reach without need for manual counts. And PAR hardware fits every storage situation, including large stock rooms, satellite closets, clean rooms and mobile carts.

**Applications: OR Core**

**CALM DURING THE INVENTORY PERFECT STORM**

VERSATILE
PAR Excellence offers storage and tracking solutions for all supplies used in Operating Room suites.

AUTOMATED
PAR Excellence solutions offer truly automated inventory tracking and replenishment support, with no counts required.

RELIABLE
PAR Excellence customers trust our supply-management solutions for low-maintenance, high-performance operation day in and day out.

**Product Profile**

**A SMOOTHER SUPPLY CHAIN, EVERYWHERE CARE HAPPENS.**

**PAR Small Wall Scale**
Dimensions: 4.15” x 4.50” x 2.41"
Part Number: PX3130
Capacity: 2kg
Part Number: PX3131
Capacity: 5kg

**PAR Mobile Suture Rack**
Dimensions: 30” x 67.75”
Part Number: PX3512
Capacity: Up to 48 Suture Boxes

**PAR Open Double Box Suture Holder**
Dimensions: 5.25” x 5.82” x 2.6”
Part Number: PX2501-D
Capacity: 2 Suture Boxes
AUTOMATED GENERAL STORES INVENTORY MANAGEMENT

For the central distribution points in their supply networks, materials managers need a combination of easier tracking, greater visibility, and proactive insights for reducing supply and labor costs.

PAR delivers all of these benefits, with versatile, flexible solutions that simplify organizing and management storage rooms of all sizes.

PAR Excellence storage solutions deliver the real-time visibility, IT integration and reporting that drive better uses of precious budget dollars and increased automation. Supply staff can focus on keeping the right inventories stocked and ready, while eliminating time-consuming cycle counts and other manual tasks.

APPLICATIONS

PAR Small Wall Scale
Dimensions 4.15” x 4.50” x 2.41”
- Part Number: PX3130 Capacity: 2kg
- Part Number: PX3131 Capacity: 5kg

PAR Platform Scales
- Part Number: PX3273 Capacity: 50kg
- Part Number: PX3222 Capacity: 15kg
- Part Number: PX3231 Capacity: 5kg
- Part Number: PX3210 Capacity: 2kg

PAR Wide Suture Rack
Dimensions 25.25” x 47.65” x 71.54”
- Part Number: PX2511-2 Capacity: Up to 96 Suture Scales
- Part Number: PX2511-2DS Capacity: Up to 192 Suture Scales
Applications: Cath & Special Procedures

SOLUTIONS FOR SPECIAL INVENTORIES

It's the inventory perfect storm: large varieties of SKUs in odd shapes and sizes, mostly non-stock, stored in remote procedure areas, often managed by time-short caregivers.

That unique set of circumstances can make special inventories in places like cardiac cath labs, interventional radiology, EP and vascular surgery especially difficult to optimize.

PAR storage solutions for special inventories provide real-time visibility and automated, intelligent order generation. PAR's unique, weight-based solutions allow caregivers to focus on patients while these complex inventories basically manage themselves. PAR solutions accommodate all packaging configurations, with options for existing shelving, wall units, cabinets and hanging supplies.

FLEXIBLE
PAR storage solutions are designed to accommodate all sizes and configurations of the special supplies used in procedure labs.

AUTOMATED
Smart PAR hardware is integrated with equally smart PAR software, to simplify life for caregivers and supply staff alike. No more cycle counts. PAR keeps precise tabs on inventory, highlights what’s not being used, and generates both internal and vendor orders automatically.

RELIABLE
PAR Excellence’s integrated solution is monitored 24x7 to maximize uptime, without heavy care and feeding from providers’ staff.

Product Profile

A SMOOTHER SUPPLY CHAIN, EVERYWHERE CARE HAPPENS.

PAR Small Wall Scale
Dimensions 4.15” x 4.50” x 2.41”
Part Number: PX3130 Capacity: 2kg
Part Number: PX3131 Capacity: 5kg

PAR Cath Hanger: Single Frame 10 Scale
Dimensions 7.25” x 22” x 9.75”
Part Number: PX3511 Capacity: 10 x 2kg

PAR Bar
Dimensions 3” x 36” x 4.5”
Part Number: PX3410 Capacity: 6 x 2kg
Part Number: PX3411 Capacity: 6 x 5kg

PAR Cath & Special Procedures

SOLUTIONS FOR SPECIAL INVENTORIES

It's the inventory perfect storm: large varieties of SKUs in odd shapes and sizes, mostly non-stock, stored in remote procedure areas, often managed by time-short caregivers.

That unique set of circumstances can make special inventories in places like cardiac cath labs, interventional radiology, EP and vascular surgery especially difficult to optimize.

PAR storage solutions for special inventories provide real-time visibility and automated, intelligent order generation. PAR's unique, weight-based solutions allow caregivers to focus on patients while these complex inventories basically manage themselves. PAR solutions accommodate all packaging configurations, with options for existing shelving, wall units, cabinets and hanging supplies.

FLEXIBLE
PAR storage solutions are designed to accommodate all sizes and configurations of the special supplies used in procedure labs.

AUTOMATED
Smart PAR hardware is integrated with equally smart PAR software, to simplify life for caregivers and supply staff alike. No more cycle counts. PAR keeps precise tabs on inventory, highlights what’s not being used, and generates both internal and vendor orders automatically.

RELIABLE
PAR Excellence’s integrated solution is monitored 24x7 to maximize uptime, without heavy care and feeding from providers’ staff.

Product Profile

A SMOOTHER SUPPLY CHAIN, EVERYWHERE CARE HAPPENS.

PAR Small Wall Scale
Dimensions 4.15” x 4.50” x 2.41”
Part Number: PX3130 Capacity: 2kg
Part Number: PX3131 Capacity: 5kg

PAR Cath Hanger: Single Frame 10 Scale
Dimensions 7.25” x 22” x 9.75”
Part Number: PX3511 Capacity: 10 x 2kg

PAR Bar
Dimensions 3” x 36” x 4.5”
Part Number: PX3410 Capacity: 6 x 2kg
Part Number: PX3411 Capacity: 6 x 5kg
Applications: Emergency Room

HIGH INVENTORY AVAILABILITY FOR HIGH-PRESSURE ENVIRONMENTS

In the pressure-cooker environment of the ER, there’s no room for error — and no time for stockouts. PAR Excellence answers with inventory management solutions that keep products in stock and within easy reach for time-starved caregivers.

With PAR scales and PAR Bar weight-based inventory technology, backed by Cloud-based analytics, providers gain automated inventory tracking and requisitions, with real-time insight for optimizing stocking levels, spending and staffing.

Busy caregivers have access to the supplies they need to deliver high-quality emergency care, without need for constant cycle counting and cumbersome manual requisitions.

PAR Excellence software integrates with materials management software to generate orders or internal requisitions according to parameters managers can customize by room, rack or product.

In the pressure-cooker environment of the ER, there’s no room for error — and no time for stockouts. PAR Excellence answers with inventory management solutions that keep products in stock and within easy reach for time-starved caregivers.

PAR Platform Scales

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part Number</th>
<th>Capacity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PX3223</td>
<td>5kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PX3222</td>
<td>5kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PX3221</td>
<td>5kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PX3210</td>
<td>2kg</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PAR Narrow Loose Suture Holder

Dimensions: 2.75" x 8.25" x 5.75"

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part Number</th>
<th>Capacity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PX3250</td>
<td>25 Loose Sutures</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PAR Small Wall Scale

Dimensions: 4.15" x 4.50" x 2.41"

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part Number</th>
<th>Capacity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PX3130</td>
<td>2kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PX3131</td>
<td>5kg</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

APPLICATIONS

AUTOMATED
No counts needed. Storeroom staff is alerted to usage and reorder quantities in real time.

EASE OF USE
Choose the mode that best suits your situation — take-and-go or per-patient tracking.

VERSATILE
PAR solutions can be configured to handle the complete range of ER supplies, including secured products.

A SMOOTHER SUPPLY CHAIN, EVERYWHERE CARE HAPPENS
AUTOMATED MANAGEMENT FOR DISPERSED INVENTORIES

Clinics present special supply chain challenges. Smaller inventories dispersed to multiple sites are hard to manage because they’re out of sight.

PAR Excellence solves this with solutions that provide real-time visibility across widely dispersed networks of clinics. Clinic staff can deliver quality care without the distractions of inventory counts and reordering, while PAR solutions give materials management the remote insight to keep stock levels optimized.

And PAR Excellence storage solutions can be configured to meet the needs of any space, from large rooms to single-purpose procedural carts and shelves.

SCALABLE
PAR Excellence offers storage and tracking solutions for all supplies used in clinics.

AUTOMATED
No more twice-daily cycle counts to keep up with supplies — PAR solutions automatically track quantity and generate replenishment and vendor orders.

RELIABLE
PAR Excellence solutions never rest — real-time insight for non-stop environments.

Applications: Clinics & Surgery Centers

Product Profile

A SMOOTHER SUPPLY CHAIN, EVERYWHERE CARE HAPPENS

PAR Small Wall Scale
Dimensions: 4.15" x 4.50" x 2.41"
Part Number: PX3130
Capacity: 2kg
Part Number: PX3131
Capacity: 5kg

PAR Platform Scales
Part Number: PX3273
Capacity: 50kg
Part Number: PX3222
Capacity: 15kg
Part Number: PX3231
Capacity: 5kg
Part Number: PX3210
Capacity: 2kg

PAR Wide Loose Suture Holder
Dimensions: 5.25" x 5.82" x 2.6"
Part Number: PX2501-W
Capacity: 25 Loose Sutures
Since PAR Excellence was founded more than 25 years ago, we have worked to advance pediatric care by helping caregivers focus on their young patients – and let inventories take care of themselves.

Our supply chain solutions can be integrated into every children’s care environment, from outpatient clinics to the NICU, providing real-time supply visibility and true inventory automation. Our weight-based inventory management technology allows caregivers to take what they need and go, with no cycle counts or manual reordering required.

PAR solutions reduce call downs and stockouts while curing the overstocking that can produce waste. That’s why America’s top pediatric hospitals rely on PAR to help them keep their sights set on priority one: children and their families.

PAR Excellence partners with 5 of the Top 10 Pediatric Hospitals in America

Veterans Administration hospitals are charged with the critical mission of caring for those who served. PAR Excellence supports that mission with solutions that reduce waste, eliminate manual steps, and ensure needed supplies are always within reach of caregivers.

Custom-configured PAR solutions seamlessly integrate into VA Primaries, Secondaries and CBOC locations. Caregivers no longer need to scan product barcodes; they take the supplies they need and get back to their patients. PAR technology tracks usage, automatically reorders supplies, and fine-tunes inventory levels to prevent both stockouts and overstock.

PAR Excellence serves the VA in VISNs across the country.
SOLUTIONS
The trend toward diagnostic groups for patient billing still leaves specialty departments and procedure areas with large and high-value inventories of chargeable items. Supply chain managers also continue to find value in precise allocation of key supplies to patient stays.

For both situations, PAR Charge software, running on a versatile array of PAR weight-tracking hardware, delivers a simple solution. Caregivers select a patient on any browser-equipped device with finger-touch ease and then take the supplies they need to deliver patient care.

The PAR Charge solution automatically records product usage by patient and transfers essential information to the facility’s billing system, or stores allocations for analysis by patient, case type or physician. There’s simply no easier solution for charge capture.

**Solutions: Patient Supply Charging**

**SIMPLIFIED PRODUCT BILLING AND PER-PATIENT ALLOCATION**

AUTOMATED
The PAR Charge system enables quick association of product with patients — no counts required.

VERSATILE
PAR Charge works with any PAR weight-based storage configuration.

INTEGRATED
PAR Charge exports to all leading billing systems.

**Product Profile**

**A SMOOTHER SUPPLY CHAIN, EVERYWHERE CARE HAPPENS**

**PAR Controller**
Part Number: PX3901
Ethernet Replenish

**PAR Cath Hanger: Single Frame 10 Scale**
Dimensions: 7.25" x 13" x 9.75"
Part Number: PX3511
Capacity: 10 x 2kg

**PAR Small Wall Scale**
Dimensions: 4.15" x 4.50" x 2.41"
Part Number: PX3130
Part Number: PX3131
Capacity: 2kg
Capacity: 5kg
FAST ACCESS TO HIGH-VOLUME, CRITICAL WOUND CLOSURE SUPPLIES

Widely varying patient needs make suture management a challenge for hospitals and clinics. But PAR has the situation all sewn up. Space-saving PAR Suture Stations are purpose-built to manage large numbers of suture containers, keeping entire arrays of suture SKUs organized and within easy reach. Supply chain managers will always know what’s being used and what’s not, providing actionable insights for reducing SKUs and waste.

PAR Suture Stations leverage the same PAR Excellence software and network technology that automates quantity tracking, order assembly, and replenishment guidance for entire facilities. And PAR suture solutions interface to hospital ordering, billing and item master systems.

CUSTOMIZED
PAR Suture Stations are custom designed for suture boxes, with angled slots that make it easy for caregivers to select the right SKU.

ORGANIZED
Caregivers can find the suture size and material they need at a glance.

AUTOMATED
PAR Suture Stations are backed by PAR inventory automation technology — no more cycle counts or stockouts.

Solutions: Sutures

Product Profile

A SMOOTHER SUPPLY CHAIN, EVERYWHERE CARE HAPPENS

PAR Narrow Loose Suture Holder
Dimensions 2.75” x 8.25” x 5.75”
Part Number: PX2505 Capacity: 25 Loose Sutures

PAR Wide Loose Suture Holder
Dimensions 5.25” x 5.82” x 2.6”
Part Number: PX2501-W Capacity: 25 Loose Sutures

PAR Open Double Box Suture Holder
Dimensions 5.25” x 5.82” x 2.6”
Part Number: PX2501-D Capacity: 2 Suture Boxes
MEDICATION INVENTORY MANAGEMENT

Medications are mission-critical yet tricky to manage. A high volume of SKUs, constantly changing formularies, and special handling can make pharmacies a materials management headache.

Here’s the cure: PAR Excellence inventory automation. With PAR weight-sensing inventory technologies, backed by PAR’s smart software suite, pharmacists can escape routine counting and ordering tasks and focus on improving order response times and accuracy.

Flexible PAR Excellence solutions can conform to pharmacies of all sizes and types and manage the entire range of SKUs — including controlled substances.

**Solutions: Pharmacy**

**FLEXIBLE**
Deploy PAR storage solutions in any pharmacy location, for any number of SKUs.

**ORGANIZED**
PAR inventory solutions make pharmaceuticals easy to arrange and access for optimal efficiency.

**AUTOMATED**
PAR pharmacy inventory solutions free materials staff from cycle counts and assure pharmacists that medications will be available to fill orders.

---

**Product Profile**

**A SMOOTHER SUPPLY CHAIN, EVERYWHERE CARE HAPPENS**

**PAR Medium Platform Scale**
- Dimensions: 4” x 10.5” x 1.75”
- Part Number: PX3230
  - Capacity: 2kg
- Part Number: PX3231
  - Capacity: 5kg
- Part Number: PX3232
  - Capacity: 15kg

**PAR Narrow Platform Scale**
- Dimensions: 1.6” x 10.3” x 1.45”
- Part Number: PX3210
  - Capacity: 2kg

**PAR Controller**
- Part Number: PX3101
  - Ethernet Replenish
Anesthesia supplies require special handling and close attention. High-quality care depends on keeping the right mix of these perishable supplies ready and in stock. Yet you’re under pressure to keep spending as lean as possible.

Flexible PAR Excellence solutions can help you ensure anesthesia supplies — from single-item SKUs to kits — are ready to support care delivery. Anesthesia staff and supporting supply techs can eliminate twice-daily cycle counts and cumbersome order preparation. And that leaves more time to focus on patient safety and satisfaction.

### Solutions: Anesthesia

**JUST WHAT THE DOCTOR ORDERED**

Anesthesia supplies require special handling and close attention. High-quality care depends on keeping the right mix of these perishable supplies ready and in stock. Yet you’re under pressure to keep spending as lean as possible.

Flexible PAR Excellence solutions can help you ensure anesthesia supplies — from single-item SKUs to kits — are ready to support care delivery. Anesthesia staff and supporting supply techs can eliminate twice-daily cycle counts and cumbersome order preparation. And that leaves more time to focus on patient safety and satisfaction.

### REAL-TIME

PAR Excellence anesthesia inventory management solutions provide real-time visibility into what’s being used, what’s not, and what’s needed next.

### ORGANIZED

PAR inventory solutions put supplies within easy reach of caregivers, preventing the costly and potentially dangerous scramble that stockouts or product expirations can cause.

### AUTOMATED

As supplies are consumed, PAR tracks usage and generates accurate orders and replenishment guidance.

### Product Profile

**A SMOOTHER SUPPLY CHAIN, EVERYWHERE CARE HAPPENS**

- **PAR Small Wall Scale**
  - Dimensions: 4.15" x 4.50" x 2.41"
  - Part Number: PX3130
  - Capacity: 2kg
  - Part Number: PX3131
  - Capacity: 5kg

- **PAR Narrow Platform Scale**
  - Dimensions: 1.6" x 10.3" x 1.45"
  - Part Number: PX3210
  - Capacity: 2kg

- **PAR Controller**
  - Part Number: PX3910
  - Ethernet Replenish
Solutions: Scrubs

AUTOMATED SCRUB INVENTORY MANAGEMENT

Scrubs are high velocity, high value commodities across your facilities. You need an inventory solution that can keep pace.

PAR scrub management solutions allow you to automate tracking and resupply of dispersed scrub supplies. Flexible PAR Excellence hardware allows you to store and monitor gowns, masks, gloves and more in any configuration and location.

PAR scrub storage units leverage the same PAR Excellence software and network technology that automates quantity tracking, order assembly, and replenishment guidance for your entire inventory. And you can interface PAR to your commercial laundry provider.

FLEXIBLE
Deploy PAR scrub storage solutions in any location, for any number of SKUs.

ORGANIZED
Caregivers can find the scrubs they need quickly, in stock and ready.

AUTOMATED
PAR scrub tracking solutions free materials staff from the distraction of cycle counts and assure caregivers that needed garments will be ready at case time.

Product Profile

A SMOOTHER SUPPLY CHAIN, EVERYWHERE CARE HAPPENS

PAR Large Platform Scales
Dimensions: 11” x 14” x 2”
Part Number: PX3271 Capacity: 100kg
Part Number: PX3273 Capacity: 50kg

PAR Medium Platform Scale
Dimensions: 6” x 10.5” x 2”
Part Number: PX3220 Capacity: 2kg
Part Number: PX3221 Capacity: 5kg
Part Number: PX3222 Capacity: 15kg

PAR Controller
Part Number: PX3901 Ethernet Replenish
A Supply Chain That Listens and Responds

PAR revolutionized supply chain management by making inventories more responsive. Now, we’re taking the next step by making inventories listen.

Leveraging Amazon’s HIPAA-compliant Alexa services, PAR allows caregivers and supply specialists to use simple spoken phrases to ask about inventory quantities, check order status, and find product across PAR storage locations. PAR’s voice solution uses any Alexa-ready voice-interaction device from Amazon and requires no special added software, so implementation is simple and cost-effective.

Alexa compatibility is one more way PAR Excellence is working to simplify inventory control across our customers’ sites. We’re listening. Now, so is your supply chain.

The Easy Way to Control Inventory Is Now Even Easier on Your Budget

Total inventory automation, with no cycle counts or guesstimates — and now, no need to scramble for capital budget dollars. PAR Excellence Subscription plans through MedOne let you put PAR to work in your supply chain immediately and then pay as you go.

PAR Subscription pricing is simple. A single monthly payment includes hardware, software, installation and ongoing support, plus your choice of interfaces to transfer data to and from your internal IT systems. You can also add PAR Charge software to capture supplies by patient or department to streamline billing and cost allocation.

Your payment may be treated as an expense by Finance, freeing capital budgets dollars and adding flexibility. Your supply chain, solved. Your budget, smoothed.

Choosing PAR’s Subscription plan enables you to put PAR solutions to work immediately without a large capital outlay.

Your monthly payment can combine all hardware, software and support into a convenient monthly payment.

PAR revolutionized supply chain management by making inventories more responsive. Now, we’re taking the next step by making inventories listen.

Leveraging Amazon’s HIPAA-compliant Alexa services, PAR allows caregivers and supply specialists to use simple spoken phrases to ask about inventory quantities, check order status, and find product across PAR storage locations. PAR’s voice solution uses any Alexa-ready voice-interaction device from Amazon and requires no special added software, so implementation is simple and cost-effective.

Alexa compatibility is one more way PAR Excellence is working to simplify inventory control across our customers’ sites. We’re listening. Now, so is your supply chain.

Total inventory automation, with no cycle counts or guesstimates — and now, no need to scramble for capital budget dollars. PAR Excellence Subscription plans through MedOne let you put PAR to work in your supply chain immediately and then pay as you go.

PAR Subscription pricing is simple. A single monthly payment includes hardware, software, installation and ongoing support, plus your choice of interfaces to transfer data to and from your internal IT systems. You can also add PAR Charge software to capture supplies by patient or department to streamline billing and cost allocation.

Your payment may be treated as an expense by Finance, freeing capital budgets dollars and adding flexibility. Your supply chain, solved. Your budget, smoothed.

Choosing PAR’s Subscription plan enables you to put PAR solutions to work immediately without a large capital outlay.

Your monthly payment can combine all hardware, software and support into a convenient monthly payment.
WE MAKE THINGS THAT MAKE A DIFFERENCE

Our secret ingredient is no secret at all: at its heart, PAR Excellence is a collection of smart, hard-working people committed to solving healthcare supply challenges.

We sweat the details. Generate new ideas. And tirelessly seek better way to help providers build more responsive, efficient and cost-effective supply chains.

But innovation alone is only part of the equation. Solving real problems takes real experience. So we’ve spent more than 25 years listening. Asking questions. Experimenting. Testing, and then testing again.

The result is measurable impact on your costs, fill rates, staff efficiency, caregiver satisfaction and even patient outcomes.

Everywhere we go to work, that’s the shared goal of every member of the PAR family: make things that make providers’ jobs easier and their results better.
Louver Scales

SMALL WALL SCALE
Dimensions: 4.15" x 4.50" x 2.41"
Part Number: PX3130
Part Number: PX3131
Capacity: 2kg

MEDIUM WALL SCALE
Dimensions: 8.4" x 5.28" x 2.41"
Part Number: PX3163
Part Number: PX3160
Capacity: 5kg

LARGE WALL SCALE
Dimensions: 8.4" x 5.28" x 2.41"
Part Number: PX3161
Capacity: 15kg

Platform Scales

NARROW PLATFORM SCALE
Dimensions: 1.6" x 10.3" x 1.45"
Part Number: PX3210
Capacity: 2kg

MEDIUM PLATFORM SCALE
Dimensions: 4" x 10.5" x 1.75"
Part Number: PX3230
Part Number: PX3231
Part Number: PX3232
Capacity: 2kg
Capacity: 5kg
Capacity: 15kg

MEDIUM PLATFORM SCALE
Dimensions: 6" x 10.5" x 2"
Part Number: PX3220
Part Number: PX3221
Part Number: PX3222
Capacity: 2kg
Capacity: 5kg
Capacity: 15kg

LARGE PLATFORM SCALE
Dimensions: 11" x 14" x 2"
Part Number: PX3271
Part Number: PX3273
Capacity: 100kg
Capacity: 50kg
### Par Bar Configurations

#### 36 INCH 2UP
- **Dimensions**: 3" x 4.50" x 4.5"
- **Part Number**: PX3461
  - **Capacity**: 5kg x 2 Replenish
- **Part Number**: PX3361
  - **Capacity**: 5kg x 2 Express

#### 36 INCH 4UP
- **Dimensions**: 3" x 4.50" x 4.5"
- **Part Number**: PX3450
  - **Capacity**: 2kg x 4 Replenish
- **Part Number**: PX3451
  - **Capacity**: 5kg x 4 Replenish
- **Part Number**: PX3350
  - **Capacity**: 2kg x 4 Express
- **Part Number**: PX3351
  - **Capacity**: 5kg x 4 Express

#### 36 INCH 6UP
- **Dimensions**: 3" x 4.50" x 4.5"
- **Part Number**: PX3440
  - **Capacity**: 2kg x 6 Replenish
- **Part Number**: PX3441
  - **Capacity**: 5kg x 6 Replenish
- **Part Number**: PX3340
  - **Capacity**: 2kg x 6 Express
- **Part Number**: PX3341
  - **Capacity**: 5kg x 6 Express

#### 36 INCH 8UP
- **Dimensions**: 3" x 4.50" x 4.5"
- **Part Number**: PX3430
  - **Capacity**: 2kg x 8 Replenish
- **Part Number**: PX3431
  - **Capacity**: 5kg x 8 Replenish
- **Part Number**: PX3330
  - **Capacity**: 2kg x 8 Express
- **Part Number**: PX3331
  - **Capacity**: 5kg x 8 Express

#### 18 INCH DUAL ROW 4UP
- **Dimensions**: 12" x 18" x 30"
- **Part Number**: PX3433
  - **Capacity**: 2kg x 4 Replenish
- **Part Number**: PX3333
  - **Capacity**: 2kg x 4 Express

#### 18 INCH DUAL ROW 6UP
- **Dimensions**: 12" x 18" x 30"
- **Part Number**: PX3434
  - **Capacity**: 2kg x 6 Replenish
- **Part Number**: PX3334
  - **Capacity**: 2kg x 6 Express

#### 18 INCH DUAL ROW 8UP
- **Dimensions**: 12" x 18" x 30"
- **Part Number**: PX3435
  - **Capacity**: 2kg x 8 Replenish
- **Part Number**: PX3335
  - **Capacity**: 2kg x 8 Express
### Suture Racks

- **SINGLE SIDED WIDE RACK**
  - Dimensions: 25.25” x 47.65” x 71.54”
  - Part Number: PX2511-1
  - Capacity: Up to 48 Scales

- **DOUBLE SIDED WIDE RACK**
  - Dimensions: 25.25” x 47.65” x 71.54”
  - Part Number: PX2511-2DS
  - Capacity: Up to 96 Scales

- **SINGLE SIDED NARROW RACK**
  - Dimensions: 25.25” x 25.69” x 71.54”
  - Part Number: PX2511-1
  - Capacity: Up to 48 Scales

- **DOUBLE SIDED NARROW RACK**
  - Dimensions: 25.25” x 25.69” x 71.54”
  - Part Number: PX2511-1DS
  - Capacity: Up to 96 Scales

- **MOBILE RACK**
  - Dimensions: 30” x 67.75”
  - Part Number: PX2512
  - Capacity: Up to 48 Scales

- **BENCHTOP RACK**
  - Dimensions: 36.63” x 14.75” x 10.5”
  - Part Number: PX2513
  - Capacity: Up to 20 Scales

### Suture Scales

- **OPEN DOUBLE BOX HOLDER AND SCALE**
  - Dimensions: 5.25” x 5.82” x 2.6”
  - Part Number: PX2501-D
  - Capacity: 2 Suture Boxes

- **WIDE LOOSE SUTURE HOLDER AND SCALE**
  - Dimensions: 5.25” x 5.82” x 2.6”
  - Part Number: PX2501-W
  - Capacity: 25 Loose Sutures

- **NARROW LOOSE SUTURE HOLDER**
  - Dimensions: 2.75” x 8.25” x 5.75”
  - Part Number: PX2505
  - Capacity: 25 Loose Sutures
**Cath Hangers**

**SINGLE FRAME 6 SCALE**
- Dimensions: 7.25" x 13" x 9.75"
- Part Number: PX3510
- Capacity: 2kg x 6

**SINGLE FRAME 10 SCALE**
- Dimensions: 7.25" x 22" x 9.75"
- Part Number: PX3511
- Capacity: 2kg x 10

**DOUBLE FRAME 12 SCALE**
- Dimensions: 7.25" x 13" x 15.70"
- Part Number: PX3515
- Capacity: 3kg x 12

**DOUBLE FRAME 20 SCALE**
- Dimensions: 7.25" x 22" x 15.70"
- Part Number: PX3516
- Capacity: 3kg x 20

---

**Controllers**

**REPLENISH CONTROLLERS**
- Part Number: PX3900
  - Details: Replenish USB
- Part Number: PX3901
  - Details: Replenish Ethernet

**EXPRESS CONTROLLERS**
- Part Number: PX3944
  - Details: 8 Port USB
PAR customers decide on the implementation model that best fits their needs and priorities. The PAR Excellence system of hardware and integrated software is designed for self-guided installation and implementation. PAR also offers professional implementation by teams that work closely with hospital staff members, transfer all the knowledge needed to optimize and operate the integrated PAR Excellence system.

Once your facilities are ready for installation, you have two implementation options, for flexibility in choosing how best to deploy PAR Excellence solutions:

**01 | SELF INSTALL**
PAR ships hardware to customer facilities, then guides the hardware and software installation process remotely.

**BENEFITS:**
- Cost effective solution for deploying PAR solutions at your own pace.
- Builds high level of subject-matter expertise in supply chain optimization with your organization.

**02 | ON-SITE IMPLEMENTATION**
An experienced PAR team visits customer sites to perform installation, setup and training. On request, PAR Excellence can configure the physical layout of each facility’s PAR locations to maximize efficiency and organization, then install PAR storage hardware to manage quantities and monitor usage automatically.

**BENEFITS:**
- Sensible solution for short-staffed organizations.

The PAR system is backed by a service commitment that’s unsurpassed. From initial contact through continued post-installation support, customers have a close, constant connection to a team dedicated to their success. Our solutions are easy to implement and use, yet completely customized to match each institution’s specific needs and timing.
TALK TO US ABOUT BUILDING A BETTER SUPPLY CHAIN

11500 Northlake Drive
Cincinnati, OH 45249
800.888.7279
parexcellence.com